
BUSINESS PLAN STUDIO FOTOGRAFICO PARA

Phoebe's Photo Studio will use digital photography, reminder calls, and new baby tracking to garner a significant portion
of the local market for family photos.

Quality Photographers These are professional-quality photographers, like us, who use a lot of posed shots.
Photography Studio Business Plan Executive Summary Families need photographs to capture the special
moments of their lives. Most families have pets, and we can arrange family portraits that include them.
Individual Portraits Individual portraits are commonly needed for individual and business websites, business
cards, brochures and annual reports. When these professionals need photos to preserve memories, or to display
family photos when they entertain at home, they have the budget and the desire for similarly high-quality
photos. High School Senior Yearbook Portraits Senior pictures are a long-standing tradition that brings high
school seniors into photo studios. To develop systems of production for each product category that are easy to
replicate with new clients to keep it simple and fun. Company Summary Phoebe Peters has worked as an
industrial photographer and freelance portrait photographer in Southern California for 10 years. For these
reasons, most photo studios are rarely used by families as a whole. To have a client relationship system and
call plan that will keep us on top of each of our client's scheduled needs at all times. Our photo studio includes
quality props for portraits and baby, child and pet photography. Child Portrait Program We arrange a portrait
of the child at 3 years, 4 years and 5 years, or until the child begins to be photographed annually for school
pictures. We make professional quality photographs easily available in a digital format. Digital files of their
photos will be available for free by e-mail, or with a nominal fee for CD. Keys to Success Our keys for
success are: Target marketing for the gateway products of baby pictures, high school photos and wedding
albums. The studio will have a highly visible electric sign and a foot wide display window visible to passing
foot and auto traffic. We will retain the high-resolution data and clients can order more prints from us if they
wish. Because the client has to initiate the call, many special moments are lost and the studio loses potential
business. We have a unique combination of props and a passion for babies. The parents will want a picture of
their senior with the rest of the family. Children, pets and props can be brought into the photography studio for
their photographs. An office and working area will be used for assembling the final product. Professionals
often have business needs for high-quality photos, and through this familiarity, they acquire a taste for them.
Just as they appoint their homes with fine furniture and decorations, the photos on their walls need to exhibit
their standards of quality. Babies are also our prime gateway product for entering families into our programs
of ongoing pictures. Keys to Success Our keys for success are: Target marketing for the gateway products of
baby pictures, high school photos and wedding albums.


